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The handicapping tool to help you 
find more winners.



This is a tip sheet designed to help you choose 
the right horse to win a race. However, 
sometimes the numbers can be a bit 
overwhelming. This is to help you better 
understand the tip sheet, and the categories in 
it. 



So, how do I know what category to look at??

• To find a category you have to find a trend. This tip sheet is like a giant 
statistic sheet for these horses and jockeys. Similar to how you have a 
“ERA” in baseball, or how fast someone can run a 40-yard dash in 
football, this sheet allows us see which stats will best help us to pick a 
winner in a race. 



So, how do I know what category to look at??

• I’m going to show you the tip sheet and the results for February 24, 
2022 at Aqueduct. On this particular day, the category “EARLY” had 
every winner in the top three for sprint races (5-7 Furlongs). 



Where do I find how many furlongs the race is?

• The furlongs are found right next to the race #. This one is 8 furlongs. 



Titles to know……

• The “PP” represents the Post Position.

• The P# represents the horse number.

• The “x” means that the horse was scratched. 



Now I’m going to show you the first 3 races with 
the winners and the tip sheet to show you how 
easy it is to pick winners! 

• I have circled the “EARLY” category for you to see. 



Race 1   (6 horse is the winner)



Now I will show you the top 3 winners and how 
much each paid for win, place, and show. 





Race 2    (2 horse is the winner) 





Race 3    (4 horse is the winner)





The first 3 races……

• As you can see, the ”EARLY” category correctly predicted the winner 
(top-3 in the category) for the first 3 races. You also may have noticed 
that the winners also came in the top-3 in other categories as well. 
That is a good sign that that horse is legit. The more categories that 
the specific horse comes in top-3 is a good representation on which 
horses will place 1-2-3-4 in the race. 



Now lets look at the money payoffs for these 3 
races……….



If I had played a pick 3………..

• $1 Pick 3 (6-4-2) Paid $495.00



If I had played the Daily Double…….

• Race 1 and 2; $1 Daily Double (6-2) Paid $51.25

• Race 2 and 3; $1 Daily Double (2-4) Paid $236.00



Pick 4 and Pick 5??

• The daily doubles and pick 3’s are my favorite bets to place, but the 
pick 4 and pick 5 are just as easy if you continue to follow the pattern 
of “EARLY”. If you continue to follow, we see that the category EARLY 
had every winner in the top 3 for all sprint races (5 furlongs to 7 
furlongs).



Race 4  (5 horse is the winner)  





Payoffs for Pick 3 and Daily Double

• $1 Pick 3 for the second, third, and fourth race. Paid $5,708.00 (2-4-5)

• $1 Daily Double for the third and fourth race. Paid $153.50 (4-5) 



Race 5

• Race 5 is an exception to the “EARLY” category. This is a route race, 
which typically means that it is more wide open to different horses 
coming in. You have to watch out for these races, and look for a 
different category that is reliable as well. In the next slide you’ll see 
how the ”Late average” category had the (4) horse in the top-3, and 
how the workout category had the (4) horse in the top-2. However, 
you will see how the (4) horse was 4th in the ‘EARLY” category, very 
close to inside the top-3. 



Race 5   (4 horse is the winner)  



Race 5 cont.…





Payoffs for pick 3, pick 4, and pick 5 

• $1 Pick 3 for the third, fourth, and fifth race. Paid $776.00 (4-5-4)

• 50 cent Pick 4 for the second, third, fourth, and fifth race. Paid 
$13,611.50 (2-4-5-4) 

• 50 cent Pick 5 for the first 5 races. Paid $16,568.50 (3/6/4-2-4-5-4)



Overall

• I hope this has helped you see how easy and simple it is to pick 
winners and make a lot of $$$$$$$$. I mean the 50 cent Pick 5 paid 
over $16,000! Really, picking horses is just analyzing trends and 
statistics. For this particular day at Aqueduct it was the “EARLY” 
category that was really accurate in choosing the winner. At other 
tracks it may be the speed category, the workout category, or even 
which horse has the best jockey. Don’t feel overwhelmed when you 
see all the numbers and stats, just see it as the pathway to making 
money!


